
DISCLOSURE WORKSHOP



EXPECTATIONS



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two main events together has shaped Disclosure Scotland into the organisation it is.  These are the shooting of 16, primary 1s and their teacher by Thomas Hamilton in 1996 in Dunblane, and the 2002 Soham Murders by Ian Huntly.After Soham, the Bichard Inquiry was undertaken which recommended a registered scheme for people who work with children and/or protected adults, which led to the creation of the PVG scheme.  This scheme has Disclosure’s vision to shape a safer environment to live and work, at it’s core.  To meet that vision, we work collaboratively with organisations to prevent and remove harmful people from working or volunteering with children and/or protected adults, and help employers and our stakeholders to make better informed decisions.;amend/omit as necessary;



PVG?   Enhanced Disclosure?   Standard 
Disclosure?   Basic?

What piece fits?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask delegates:What do you think about when deciding which it is?     Is it everyone in a day care service for children?What about contractors, office staff not in contact with children, students – what do you think about these?Point to stress:    Even though most roles in a day care are eligible for PVG, there are still factors to consider to ensure you are getting it right.  Also ask:   Why is it important to get it right?    About achieving the right balance between safeguarding children but also protecting the rights of the individual (and your organisation) by not making unlawful checks.   



GROUP WORK



1. Is it work?
2. Working with who?

3. What are they doing?
4. Is it their normal duties?

5. Do exceptions apply?

Regulated Work - 5 Step 
Assessment

Activities
Establishments

Positions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issues to cover:    	Step 1 (third parties e.g. colleges or agencies)		Step 2 (child up to 18)		Step 3 (refer them to handout for activities, establishment, mention line manager and positions of trust)		Step 4 (explain what we mean by normal duties)		Step 5 (exceptions around incidental test (not an issue for this group) and briefly when children in work)



Eligibility – Supervisor/Line Manager



Positions of

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of specific positions deemed to have influence over protected groupCharity trustee of a charity whose main purpose is to provide benefits for children or for protected adults (test is that principal means of delivery is by its workers doing regulated work with children or protected adults)



Enhanced Disclosure

Standard Disclosure

Basic Disclosure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief discussion on relevant posts for each level



CODE OF 
PRACTICE 

&
OFFENCES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important recruitment adverts make clear disclosure level applicable – individual would have committed offence when apply for post if regulated work (not when they apply for PVG).   Refer to declarationPrescribed circumstances – transport providers (e.g. school contracts, hospital contracts, restricted to local authorities)Knowingly intended to be removed – employ a barred individual in RW (even if not done PVG check) commit an offence.   Another reason why important to be clear on what is and isn’t regulated work.    Refer to the code of practice and ask for folks to have a read through.



ROA & UKSC Consideration Categories
• RoA live convictions are always disclosed.

HIGHER  LEVEL  CERTIFICATE  TEAM

UKSC CATEGORIES

1. Always Always Disclose New 
Remedial 

Order 
Changes 

2018
>>>

Appeal on spent convictions 
available after 15 years 
(7.5 years if under 18)

2. Rules
Appeal on spent convictions 

available after 15 years 
(7.5 years if under 18)

Appeal on spent convictions 
available after 15 years 
(7.5 years if under 18)

3. If Unspent Does not affect the rehab 
period of conviction

Does not affect the rehab 
period of conviction



https://www.mygov.scot/scotland-works-for-you/


Application Completion 
&

Channel Shift



Non PVG 
members

Existing PVG 
members

Mandatory 
fields are 
highlighted in 
yellow and 
MUST be 
completed





Certificate Number

Applicant’s PVG ID Number – has 16 digits.

TIP
• The first 6 digits of a PVG ID number are the date 

they joined the PVG scheme: YYMMDD
• PVG ID is 16 digits long: there should be no 

spaces left.



New Certificates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we initially launch the new online applications they will be processed through our existing operating system, so there will not be any difference once you submit the form. However, once our new processing system has been robustly tested and is ready to go live, there will be new style certificates.The new system is currently processing basic disclosure applications and issuing these certificates. They are designed to be much easier to understand and the wording has been simplified by our Content Editor to try and remove some of the jargon (links back to customer experience map)



The PVG Act 2007 
& Your Duty to Refer



Child & Adult 
Protection 
Landscape

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A complicated environment – Lots of different stakeholders with different areas of focus and different prioritiesDisclosure Scotland’s role – To safeguard the vulnerable groups from individuals who have already shown by their past conduct that they are unsuitable to take regulated workWhat is a vulnerable group?



Suitable or Unsuitable?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most applications for PVG pass through without incident and are processed at speed – 7% convictions.   Does PVG give you assurance that an individual is suitable?About 7% of scheme members will have convictions or Other Relevant Information disclosedSuitability is a matter for employers who must look at a scheme members suitability for a particular post.Professional Regulators consider suitability to be registered with themUnsuitability is about regulated work generally and is the preserve of Scottish MinistersThe question  for DS: “has this person engaged in conduct that means they should be barred from all regulated work with a group



Referral Sources

• New Scheme Member Applications
• On-going monitoring of scheme members
• Court referrals 1. Automatic listing, 2. Relevant offences
• Regulatory body referrals
• Employer referrals

A sample referral policy is available from our website: 
www.mygov.scot/sample-referrals-policy/ 



The “Grounds” – Part 1
Section 2 PVG Act 

Whether or not in the course of the individual’s work:

Caused harm to a Child or Protected Adult

Engaged in inappropriate conduct involving pornography

Engaged in inappropriate sexual conduct with a Child or 
Protected Adult

Given inappropriate medical treatment to a Child or Protected 
Adult

Placed a Child or Protected Adult at risk of harm



The When – Part 2
Section 3 PVG Act 

• Where the employer has dismissed or permanently removed the 
person from regulated work BECAUSE OF A REFERRAL GROUND 
(section 2) or 

• Would have done so had the person “otherwise stopped doing 
regulated work” or had “been working for the organisation for a fixed 
term”.

• This duty exists even if there is involvement from the police or 
professional regulators.



GROUP WORK

Refer or not to Refer



• No facility for online referrals (yet)
• Form available at https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-referrals/
• Can be sent by email to: 

pucorrespondence@disclosurescotland.gsi.gov.uk

The How

https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-referrals/
mailto:pucorrespondence@disclosurescotland.gsi.gov.uk




What if we don’t?

Section 9 of the PVG Act 2007:

“An organisation which fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with 
a duty imposed by any of sections 3 to 5 within 3 months on which the 
duty arose is guilty of an offence”



Initial consideration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note – Window here where DS is aware of conviction or relevant information but the organisation would not be notified



Formal Consideration

• The individual is not barred
• Information gathering
• Unsuitable/Not unsuitable – What does this mean?



Key Questions in Formal Consideration

• What was the harmful or inappropriate conduct including the 
circumstances surrounding the conduct

• Who the victims were and any vulnerabilities
• What happened to the victims because of the individual’s conduct
• What we know about why the individual behaved in this way
• What the potential for harm is if this individual continues in 

regulated work
• This means the quality and completion of employer 

investigation of the incident/s or harm can be key



1470

3561

533

Numbers of individuals barred from regulated work
(to beginning May 2018 – 5564 people)

Both
Children
Adult

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t need to have conviction to be barred.Vetting cases only reach the PU if the applicant has concerning convictions or police intelligence has been released.OM generated by the aforementioned daily checksFC processBarring is UK-wide and those barred elsewhere in UK also barred in Scotland, & vice versa.



THINGS TO REMEMBER!

• Complete all internal investigations / disciplinary processes prior to 
referring (even if the individual resigns) 

• Check the Grounds for referral

• Contact Disclosure Scotland Protection Services if you are unsure

• When possible type all statements and interviews

• Redact service user and witness details from documents 

• Provide relevant sections of Policy Handbooks



It’s Over to You
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